
General comment
From January 2017 to June our central theme was a pause in the reflation trade. From early July we have considered that 
we had entered the transition phase into reflation wave 2 but our models are clearly showing conflicting forces at work. 
However reflation wave 2 seems that have begun with the low of commodities and oil and many cyclical assets in June and 
early July. It seems that this transition into reflation wave 2 is happening sequentially (similarly to 2016), one asset after 
the other and this transition phase could take a few more months before it becomes obvious again that the reflation mode 
is still on.

Looking at the next couple of months, we believe that the correction to the downside initiated early August has probably 
finished a first leg down. The stronger risk assets will now extend into September, early October at the latest, while the 
weaker ones should only see a bounce into mid/3rd week September. Following that a new risk off phase should materialize 
into mid October / early November. It should constitute a great buying opportunity for reflation trades into year end and 
next year.

On the rotation front, China and Commodities are leading. They should make higher highs into September and higher lows 
in October. Europe, the Dollar and Interest rates, on the other hand, are still retracing. They could see a slight bounce in 
September and lower lows into end October. Again, this is very similar to what happened in late H1 2016. 

Equity markets
Volatility Following its double headed rebound, the VIX should now retrace down towards its base 

possibly into mid/end September

World markets
p 14, 19, 35, 40

The S&P500 is due to resume its uptrend into September, while the EuroStoxx 600 could 
make a bounce. Generally, we remain cautious on equity markets over the next two months. 
This will especially be the case from end September/early October once the extension/
rebound we expect dies out.

Regional picks
p 21, 22, 35, 36

The relative performance of Europe and Japan vs the US will continue to suffer from the 
weaker Dollar over the next couple of months. A slight consolidation on EUR/USD and more 
generally the rebound/extension we expect on USD/JPY and equity markets could trigger a 
limited counter-trend move into mid/3rd week of September

Emerging markets
p 26, 27

China and Commodity related Emerging market are leading the way up at the beginning 
of this reflation wave II. They may correct into late September and October, but generally 
they are now positioned in a strong uptrend towards year-end. Inversely, other Emerging 
markets (commodity importers such as India, South Korea, Mexico) have already started to 
underperform the Emerging markets benchmark, a trend which should also continue into 
year-end. 

Relative Sectors Cyclical sectors and Financials are either oversold or have started to resume their uptrend  
towards year-end. They should continue to bounce during September, yet a last defensive 
re-test may lead to new relative lows on some into late October / November. Following, their 
rebound should be confirmed and continue into year-end and early next year. 

Profiles/Themes The Value vs Growth relationship aligns with the sector dynamics above. Value is Oversold, 
yet could retest once more into late October. The outperformance of Growth is nearing 
exhaustion. Size is still very much a currency play as smaller companies are usually less 
exposed to the translation of foreign earnings.
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Interest rates

US rates and Yield curve
p 11, 12

US 10 Year yields did bounce back late June, but the move has since been retraced. We 
expect a further bounce into September and a further fall into end October. Following that 
yields should be in a position to start rising until year end and early 2018.

The US yield curve spread (10Y - 3M) is continuing its bottoming process, which could linger 
on into late October, when we expect steepening to start again towards year-end.
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Other countries
p 39, 40

Yields and Yield curves in other developed countries are following similar dynamics as in the 
US, yet with a more positive tilt. For example, the German 10 year yields made new highs 
in July and their consolidation since then has been quite mild. Going forward, we however 
expect the same dynamic as in the US, with slightly higher yields into late September, a new 
retracement towards end October and finally a year-end acceleration to the upside.

Credit
p 13

High Yield should follow equity up during September and could consolidate down again with 
them into October.



Rate Differentials
p 39

The US yield curve has recently flattened more than elsewhere. Hence, while the short term 
rates differentials (2 years tenures) of the US vs the Eurozone and Japan are still holding up, 
longer term US yields (10 year tenures) are retracing vs their US and Japanese counterparts. 
They may stabilize towards end October together with the yield curve.

Tips
p 13

TIPs are still in a downtrend vs US Treasuries of the same tenure. They may bounce during 
September, yet could underperform again towards end October. This downtrend reflects 
continued pressure on inflation expectations in the US as reflation assets and commodities 
finish off their retracement from the Spring. On an absolute basis, TIPs are following Gold 
and Other Bonds up, possibly into mid Q4.
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Commodities

Oil
p 42

Oil bottomed in June and should now continue to trend up until early next year, where it 
could make new post 2016 highs in the USD 60s/oz. Following some retracement in August, 
we expect Oil to make a further leg up towards late September, before it retraces again into 
October.

Base metals
p 28 - 31

They are following a similar dynamic than Oil with an intermediate top expected mid/late 
September, followed by a mild consolidation into October and re-acceleration up towards 
year-end.

Gold & PMs
p 41, 42

Gold is moving counter-trend to the weaker reflation trades (Dollar and Rates). It has just 
broken above its 1’300 USD/oz resistance, yet could see these levels rejected once more as 
reflationary assets correct to the upside during September. During the last move down we 
expect on reflation assets (from late September to possibly early November), Gold should 
make a last acceleration to the upside which could reach into the high 1’300s. Silver is 
attempting to bounce versus Gold, yet may see also see a last downside re-test against the 
golden metal into October.

Agriculture Agricultural commodities are back in a downtrend as expected last month and should remain 
the weaker commodity segment into year-end.

Foreign Exchange
Dollar Index
p 37

The Dollar may have reached intermediate lows in late August and a slight bounce into 
September may materialize. Overall, the Dollar remains weak and should resume its 
downtrend sooner that later, possibly into late October / early November, when it could start 
to bottom as reflation trades finally reverse and start to accelerate up towards year-end.

Euro
p 36 - 38

The strong uptrend on EUR/USD will probably continue into October. In the meantime, a 
slight consolidation may still materialize during the 1st half of September. We don’t expect 
too much of it for now. The Euro also remains strong towards October vs other majors (Yen, 
Pound, Swiss Franc)

Yen
p 18, 38

The Yen probably just made an intermediate bottom vs other majors and could remain weak 
into the second half of September, possibly early October. Following that, it should follow 
defensive assets up towards end October as a new risk-off period materializes. From late 
October / early November, it should start to weaken substantially as reflation trades re-
accelerate.

Sterling Following some consolidation during August, the Pound should probably resume its uptrend 
during September vs the Dollar and the Yen, while it could make a rebound vs the Euro and 
Swiss Franc. October, however seems quite weak for the Pound across the board.

Oil & Commodities 
currencies

These have started to strengthen against the US Dollar, a trend that is likely to continue 
towards next year. Against the Euro, on average, they are still weakening and could continue 
to do so until late October, before they reverse up until year-end. That said, NOK and CLP 
seem to lead and could already be reversing up vs the Euro. A further re-test to the downside 
into October is however still likely.

Asian currencies
p 28

INR, KRW or TWD remain weaker yet similar to the Euro vs the US Dollar. They should hence 
remain strong versus the Dollar and weak against the Euro into Q4. Vs Commodity currencies, 
they have started to reverse down since June. The move should continue into next year as 
reflation trades and commodities accelerate up again from mid Q4 into early next year. The 
Chinese Yuan remains strong until early November.
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